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The purposes of the GDTA are to:


Strategically develop and maintain, where
feasible, new and existing tracks in
conjunction with land managers and other
stakeholders.



Ensure that the information provided to
walkers and riders on its tracks is up to
date and of a high quality.



Provide leadership, strategic advice and
assistance to local, regional and state
government organisations involved in
walking and mountain bike activity.



Carefully use its funds wisely and
creatively, taking account of new web,
mapping and interpretation technologies
including apps.



Actively and strategically support similar
activities of other selected groups and
organisations.



Provide opportunities for new sorts of
membership, affiliation and involvement
more appropriate to mainly younger,
Information-and-CommunicationTechnology-based generations.



Maintain and provide new and different
opportunities
(aside
from
business
meetings) for socialisation and less formal
involvement of its existing and previous
members (and new ‘Friends’).



Identify and promote walking and
mountain biking options and events that
dovetail with existing train and bus
timetables.
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Front Cover: A momentary pause at the top of
the Great Divide during the GDT400. See story
page 15. (Photo: Lewis Ciddor)
Back Cover: Riders in the GDT 400 found
beautiful scenery and challenging conditions
all along the Great Dividing Trail Network. Top:
Along the Coliban Aqueduct. Middle, L to R.
Navigating at night; Mammatus clouds over
Daylesford; An easier stretch of gravel road.
Bottom: Rainforest near Blackwood. (Photos:
GDT400 Facebook page)
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Getting out into fresh air and open space has
never been more important since the COVID19 lockdown confined so many of us indoors.
For over a quarter of a century, the Great
Dividing Trail Association has built pathways
that lead people into the great outdoors,
whether for physical exercise or simply to
refresh the spirit through contact with the
natural world.

GDTA Patron, John Landy, AC, CVO, MBE,
FTSE

Most days, I spend time sitting at the window
soaking up the views and natural beauty of our
bush block at Castlemaine. While I can’t really
walk there any longer, I can and do still enjoy
the view. It never palls. I have always
appreciated and admired nature in all her
splendour.

I congratulate the GDTA for breathing new life
into the Lerderderg Track. Probably the most
challenging part of their trails’ network, I am
impressed by the endeavour of GDTA
members in bringing this track back to us. I am
also impressed that my fellow runner and
Great Dividing Trail Network Ambassador,
Steve Moneghetti, can bike the bump and
grind of the 87km-long track in under 10 hours.
Not something I would have ever done, but –
to be fair – the sport of mountain bike riding
was in its infancy when I was in my prime.
How the world has changed!
All the best for Christmas and I’m sure that I’m
not alone in wishing all members of the GDTA
a pandemic-free new year.
Yours sincerely,
John Landy

We wish all of our GDTA members
and GDTA POST readers a healthy,
happy and safe holiday season and a
New Year free of the stresses and
concerns of the year past.

We have not let the COVID-19 pandemic
define our year. We ended on a high with a
well-attended Members Walk and Picnic with
22 souls including visitors freed at last from
Melbourne’s lockdown. The weather gods
smiled and the Japanese bento-style lunchbox
at the finish was met with much appreciation.
The Members Walk and Lunch looks like it’s
destined to become an annual tradition.
We can count many achievements for 2020,
the most significant being completion of the
reposting and updating of the signage on the
Lerderderg Track. Thanks to Ed Butler and his
bandits who planted up to 100 posts and street
signs and thanks for the support of all the land
managers along the 87km track. It is planned
to launch the refreshed Lerderderg Track leg
of the Great Dividing Trail Network next
autumn. Track ambassador, Steve Moneghetti,
has already tested and approved the upgrade.
His report is in this issue on page 12.
Ken Dowling has continued tweaking the
online Shop and Membership menus on our
website. Ken is designing new packages
bundling up our maps and the Goldfields Track
guidebook. A cartographer, Ken brought out a
nd
2 edition of our handy A3-size Lerderderg
Track map in time for the track’s completion.

ground truthing our new circuit walks. Both are
quietly competent and welcome additions to
the GDTA Committee.
Track maintenance and keeping a steady
supply of website news both require eternal
vigilance. Bill Casey is in charge of both.
Dubbed “The Colonel”, Bill is ever alert to
missing posts and storm damage, calling on
volunteer teams for working bees on the
southern section of the Goldfields Track and
the Lerderderg Track. Bill has built strong and
respectful relationships with Parks Victoria,
DELWP and the Goldfields Track Inc team.
While three walks were cancelled this year, all
others proceeded with appropriate restrictions.
Barry Golding led three of the monthly walks,
adding valuable geological and historical
interpretations. He has also proven an able
Minutes Secretary. His long experience as
past-President of the GDTA – along with that
of the other past-President on our Committee,
Ali Lanigan – help ensure consistency and a
stable foundation for the future.

Ed Butler manages retail outlet sales and they
have boomed throughout the pandemic. One
bookshop in Castlemaine alone has ordered
180 copies of the guidebook since March. Map
and book sales continue to prop up our
financial base, despite our heavy investment in
upgrading the Lerderderg Track. Our finances
remain in the safe hands of Brian Lanigan.
Bill Casey, Ed Butler, Ken Dowling and myself
have put much planning into walk and bike
circuits to be featured in our Central Victorian
Highlands Walk and Ride Circuits booklet,
sponsored by the Bendigo Community Bank
Daylesford District. It’s still set to appear in
autumn 2021.
POST Editor, Tim Bach, and, Mike Gustus, the
new Secretary and Membership Officer, are

Gib inspecting one of the hand-crafted brick
culverts below an old railway line embankment
that will feature in our circuits booklet.

The Lerderderg Track refurbishment between
Daylesford and
Bacchus Marsh
was
completed with the installation of the entry
station sign in Pepper Tree Reserve in
Bacchus Marsh. This is the culmination of two
years work with funding obtained from
DELWP, Parks Victoria and the Shires of
Daylesford and Moorabool. Signage within the
urban area of Blackwood has been installed to
clearly delineate between the walking route
and the mountain bike route. Due to COVID19, the official opening has been delayed until
2021, hopefully a better year for all of us.
The annual grass/blackberry slash and brushcut has also been done and the track between
Lake Daylesford & Jubilee Lake has been
widened and cleared. Some minor drainage
work in the railway cutting near Jubilee has
also been attempted and it is now possible to
walk the cutting without sinking ankle deep in
the mire.
There has been considerable wind damage
and fallen trees in the Whipstick area adjacent
to the Garden of St Erth in Blackwood.
DELWP has added this task to their works
schedule and tracks will be cleared as time
permits. On the other side of St Erth, we have
discovered the track was traversing private
land and a small diversion has been put in to
rectify this.
We are always pleased to get reports of
damage to the track as soon as it is seen so
that we can fix problems as soon as possible.
If you see trees down or damage to tracks, go
to the website and report a maintenance issue
or email maintenance@gdt.org.au.

Before (above) and after (below) slashing in the
old railway cutting on the Lerderderg Track near
Lake Jubilee. (Photo: Ed Butler)

Works are now complete and the Blowhole
was officially reopened in November by MaryAnne Thomas, MP for Macedon, and Parks
Victoria rangers.
One of the favourite attractions in the Hepburn
area is the Blowhole on Sailors Creek in
Hepburn Regional Park. The Blowhole is a
tunnel which was built by miners to divert the
Creek so that a loop of the creek bed could be
more thoroughly explored for gold. The
Blowhole is particularly spectacular after heavy
rains when water shoots through the tunnel
and exits as a jet of water.
Floods in 2016 caused damage to the
Blowhole making the viewing platform unstable
and increasing the risk of boulders falling from
the tunnel exit. Parks Victoria closed the
viewing platform and some of the surrounding
tracks while engineering assessments and
repairs were conducted. The site required
careful construction on challenging terrain.

The Victorian government invested $250,000
to complete a new viewing area and visitor
access trails.
Mary-Anne Thomas encouraged people to
enjoy the area as visitors return to the region.
"The Hepburn Blowhole is a beautiful spot in
our region where history and nature combine,"
she said. "Repairing the flood damage has
taken quite some time, so I want to thank the
community for their patience whilst this project
was completed, and Parks Victoria for
overseeing this complex rebuild."
Ms Thomas said parks including Hepburn
Regional Park would play an important role in
Victoria's recovery from the coronavirus
pandemic, supporting tourism and the visitor
economy.

The Blowhole in Hepburn Regional Park. (Photo: Gib Wettenhall)

Last year, Friends of Canadian Corridor
(FoCC) made a submission to the Victorian
Parliament Environment Inquiry which included
requests for infrastructure funding to enhance
the Goldfields Track. These included
construction of the Gorge Bridge and trail and
creek crossings.
FoCC secretary, Jeff Rootes, has kept in close
contact with GDTA representatives to ensure
that their interests align with GDTA and GTI
planning. Jeff is a keen supporter of the
proposed realignment of the Goldfields Track
through Woowookarung.
In late November, construction work started on
a 2km long section of track from Baileys Road
to the Woowookarung Lookout. Work is
expected to be completed in December on this
track which is a part of the proposed
realignment.

With the relaxation of restrictions caused by
COVID-19, GDTN maintenance is about to get
back into full operation. Over the past 6
months a few working bees have taken place
to fix urgent problems which have been
brought to our attention, usually by track users.
However, we are now in the process of
assigning sections of the GDTN to volunteers
(also known to some as “track warriors”)
whose responsibilities will be to walk, ride or
even drive where possible along allotted parts
of the network to report on such matters as
missing or damaged posts, track erosion,
fallen tress across the track and locations
where non-existent posts or street blades are
needed. It is expected that they will do this
every two to three months and report their
findings to GDTN Maintenance which will
arrange a solution where required.
Tentative arrangements are currently being
made for volunteers to patrol GDTN sections
from Mt Alexander to Bendigo and from Sailors
Falls to Lake Daylesford. Our next priorities
are Dry Diggings to Castlemaine, The Monk to
Chewton, and Castlemaine to Mt Alexander.
Of course, these sections can be broken up
into smaller parcels to suit the volunteers.
Eventually the aim is to have two or three track
warriors for every part of the GDTN – an
ambitious dream perhaps, but well worth
aiming for.
If you or someone you know would be
interested in volunteering for this, please
contact
maintenance@gdt.org.au
stating
which track section suits you. It might be one
km or it might be 25km – the distance doesn’t
matter, but it will mean that your section of the
GDTN is being looked after for the walking
community.

Above: Trailhead at Woowookarung Lookout.
Below: Drainage works on the track to the
Lookout. (Photos: FoCC)

Our medium difficulty 11 km loop walk from the
Buninyong Botanical Gardens up to the Mount
Buninyong summit and back explored the
relatively lush southern extremity of the
Goldfields Track. We were required by COVID
restrictions to divide into two groups of less
than 10, led by Barry Golding and Gib
Wettenhall, and to wear face masks. Dr
Stephen Carey generously volunteered to
provide interpretation of the features of this
relatively well preserved, iconic volcanic
mountain.
Walk highlights included the delightful treelined, stone-walled laneways leading to the tall
open messmate forest where the public
reserve starts, and Stephen Carey’s ‘sermon
on the mount’ as we finished lunch on the
summit. We were fortunate on the day to
squeeze our walk in between a very cold
southerly gale as we set out, and showers that
rolled in as we returned. It was heartening to
be joined by four guests and several new
GDTA members.

Mount Buninyong (Wada Wurrung meaning
‘bended knee’) is an extinct, relatively recent
(perhaps as young as 100,000 years)
composite volcano consisting of breached
scoria cone craters and lava flows, 745 metres
above sea level. Its forested peak is high
enough to be visible from many places south
(and sometimes north) of the Great Divide and
it gets a dusting of snow more regularly than
most places around Ballarat. The huge steel
fire tower on the summit amongst the forest
provides excellent views north and west. The
Peak Finder app lists 230 (theoretically) visible
peaks from the summit including Mount Baw
Baw in Gippsland.
We really look forward to getting back on track
with larger numbers of members without
masks, if and when that is permissible in 2021.
If anyone wants to do this walk independently,
much of the route is marked on pages 32-35 of
the GDT ‘Goldfields Track Walk or Ride’
booklet, aside from our ascent via the Mount
Buninyong ‘South Walk’ and our descent via
part of the ‘Crater Walk’ .

Mt Buninyong Walk. Top: Group B shelters behind a stone wall as the group set out. Pick the odd
one out, and it’s not the dog! Middle left: Geologist Steve Carey on the summit explaining the joys
of vulcanism. Middle right: A rare quiet moment for Bill Casey on the flank of Mt Buninyong.
Bottom: Up the reconstituted South Walk to the summit. Previous page: A lonely GT post peeks
out from lush grass on the slopes of Mt Buninyong. (Photos: Gib Wettenhall)

The day dawned with drizzle and a howling
wind. Fortunately, Ed Butler as a seasoned
walk leader ignored my panicked call. By the
time of the start at the Hepburn Mineral
Springs Reserve, the wind had abated and the
weather gods were smiling on us. A big group
of 22 turned out. How much of it we can put
down to eager anticipation of Ed’s leadership
and interpretive skills or the thought of a free
picnic lunch is really not open to question. Tim,
who deftly organised both the walk and lunch,
had to pull out of leading the walk at the last
moment, because of an ongoing ankle injury.
The walk began with a contour up a water race
through fire-blackened bush to the highway.
Ed kept us all entertained, informed and
together by regular stops to show us the
difference between an edible murnong yam
daisy and that feral scourge, dandelion; or just
to point towards an exposed echnida scuttling
through the ash. The interpretive element of
what the group was seeing around them was
well-received.
The walk at ridgetop had a marvellous view
across rolling green paddocks to pine-bristled
Mt Franklin. Then we descended to the walk
highlight – the stunning erosion pillars left
behind by the gold diggers over 150 years
ago. Some wag commented that Tourism
Victoria ought to replace promoting the
diminishing Twelve (down to eight, is it not?)

Apostles with the mighty Golden Pillars of
Beehive Gully.
Ed explained the intricacies of high pressure
sluicing with water, courtesy of Mr Hunt and
his network of privatised water races – almost
30km in total length. We next walked up a
gully and visited Mr Hunt’s storage dam. Ed
told us Mr Hunt died in poverty. He must have
accepted too many IOUs from the diggers.
The final link of the circuit took us through
steep gullies and tall forest to the refurbished
Argyle Mineral Springs. This section was most
pleasant and it was agreed that this leg
ensured the Beehive Gully Circuit Walk would
be a worthy candidate for the GDTA’s
proposed circuits booklet.
Walk’s end revealed flower-strewn tables
dressed with colourful cloths outdoors on one
of the Hepburn Mineral Springs Reserve’s
concrete pads. We were delighted by Tim
Bach’s decorations and even more impressed
with the Japanese-style, cardboard ‘bento’
lunchboxes crafted by Gary Thomas of ‘Spade
to Blade.’ There were lots of “oohs” and “aahs”
as we picked our way through the treats in the
box from herb fritters to rolled roast beef rolls.
All in all, a great day out and confirmation of
what has become a GDTA tradition of holding
a late spring walk followed by a lunch for
members.

Beehive Gully Walk: Top: distant views of Mount Franklin. (Photo: Lulu Cockram) Second row: Varied forests.
(Photos: Gib Wettenhall and Andrew Lecky) Third row: a multitude of wildflowers. (Photos: Lulu Cockram) Bottom: A
welcome morning tea. (Photo: Gib Wettenhall) Previous page: A picnic lunch awaited walkers on their return.(Photo:
Gib Wettenhall)

As an ambassador for the Great Dividing Trail
Network I always like to complete any new
sections for my personal knowledge and so it
was with the newly refurbished Lerderderg
Track. Dodgy calves mean my new form of
transport is my trusty mountain bike. I have a
training friend, Ash Watson, who is a very
successful ultra-runner and I mentioned to him
that I wanted to ride the LT. He was keen to
run it with me.
So on a sunny Sunday morning in early
November, Ash and I parked at the trail head
at Bridport St Lookout in Daylesford and off we
went. Eight hours later we arrived at Pepper
Tree Reserve in Bacchus Marsh to complete
our epic journey. Fortunately, the weather was
perfect, albeit quite warm in the exposed last
couple of hours on the Blackwood Ranges
Track and Swans Road. Sunscreen was a
necessity!

We had recently had a lot of rain so in the first
part of the track there were a number of wet
sections made worse by 4WD wheel tracks so
riding was that extra bit challenging. However,
the wonderful bush scenery more than made
up for the inconvenience. There is a lot of
climbing in the first 22 kilometres up to Balt
Camp so it certainly provided a very solid
workout.
We then began the descent into Blackwood
travelling through some amazing rainforest
areas. For me, that section was a highlight of
the day. From Nolan Creek Picnic Ground, we
decided to take the Lerderderg Road option to
avoid the steep drop offs on my bike. At the
Garden of St Erth car park we re-joined the
main track but in hindsight this short section
into town is a walking/running track only. A few
fallen trees made it slow going on the bike and
gave my arms a workout as I carried the bike
through those sections. A lesson for next time!

Some reflections on the ride:
Arriving in Blackwood we were greeted by our
support crew - my wife Tanya and son
Matthew. As I was starting to cramp in my
quads, the rest break to top up of our fuel was
timely.
Refreshed and rejuvenated Ash and I set off to
complete the second part of our journey.

GDTN Ambassador, Steve Moneghetti (left),
and Ash Watson completed the Lerderderg
Track in a day.

Again, we took the mountain bike option and
followed the Mt Blackwood Road route missing
the spectacular but challenging O’Brien’s Rd
section. Parks Victoria also restricted bike
access on Whisky Track to stop the spread of
Cinnamon Fungus so we continued down the
road picking up the track just before Mt
Blackwood. The views from this high point
were worth the effort. Then it was a bike walk
down the steep grass path and into the
Lerderderg Gorge Forest Park western section
where the landscape turned to a more rugged
and dry outlook. A few rolling hills in that
section started to test my body yet again. As
we began our descent towards Swan’s Road
car park, we were greeted with views to die for
across to the north and east directions of the
Park.

Then we emerged from the forest onto
sealed road and wound our way down
steep descent into Bacchus Marsh
through town to arrive at our destination
complete our journey.

the
the
and
and

I am glad we did it in the direction we did as
there was lots of downhill in the second half
which provided respite for my tired legs. I
would suggest doing it when the track hasn’t
had as much rain in the lead up as it made
navigating parts of the track difficult for a
novice rider like myself. Take plenty of water
and fuel as there are not a lot of water stops or
places to top up your energy along the way
and it could get quite warm in the latter stages
of the Track.
It was a big day to do it all in one go but we
both enjoyed the challenge and were
pleasantly surprised by the ever-changing
scenery along the way.
It is wonderful to have this section of the Great
Dividing
Trail
Network
reposted
and
refurbished. A big thank you to all involved in
design, construction and maintenance of these
superb trails.

Have you ever encountered an emergency
away from home and contacted 000 only to
realise that you were unable to clearly tell the
operator where you were? Well, for those with
smart phones, there's now an app for that.
"what3words" is a system for identifying your
location anywhere in the world using a
combination of 3 words. It's simpler, faster and
less prone to error than identifying your 16digit GPS coordinates, particularly in a
stressful situation when you or those around
you are in urgent need of assistance. The
system has mapped the entire earth with a
three metre square grid and given each square
a unique three-word identifier.
For example, Jackson’s Lookout near Hepburn
Springs
has
the
identifier
“entrust.eagerly.outrage".
"what3words" has now been incorporated into
an update of the Emergency+ app. The
Emergency+ app was developed by Australia's
emergency services to enable calling to the
appropriate service and location identification.
Emergency services now use what3words
addresses to make Triple Zero (000) calls
faster and more accurate.

A short break for a selfie after a bonerattling hill descent.

The Emergency+ app is available from Google
Play and the App Store. More information is
available at what3words.com

The 2021 Guided Walk and Ride program for
the GDTA has been tentatively planned. In the
current circumstances, any plan can be
expected to flex a bit.
The theme for the 2021 Program is
“Challenging Circuits”. The walks and rides will
require some off-track and route-finding skills
and may involve traversing private land
(involving challenging negotiations with land
owners). Guides for these excursions will be
essential. The program will enable us to
explore some favourite territory of our guides.

Date

These are circuits that we couldn’t publish in
our planned circuits booklet or on our website
because, quite frankly, we wouldn’t want the
average tourist to attempt them for fear they
might lose their way.
Two rides are planned for 2021 and they will
not conflict with walks. Our members who
enjoy walking and mountain biking will not
have to decide between the two.
Put the dates in your calendar and watch your
email and the Facebook page for updates as
the year progresses.

Walk
Walk: Mt Tipperary to
Dimond Pond Walk/Swim
Ride: Lyonville Springs
off-road circuit
Walk: Loddon Falls
Walk/Swim
Walk: Kooroocheang
Climb
Walk: Rise and Shine,
Castlemaine

Leader / Contact
Gib Wettenhall

Sun Jun 27

Walk: Charlesford Mine

Ed Butler

Sun Jul 25

Walk: Boundary Creek
on East Upper Loddon

Ken Dowling

Sun Aug 22

Walk: Vaughan Springs

Ed Butler & Bill Casey

Walk: Poverty Gully to
The Monk
Ride: Welcome to New
Zealand off-road circuit
Walk: West Upper
Loddon
Walk: Wild Pig Gorge,
Deep Creek

Gib Wettenhall

Sun Feb 21
Sun Mar 14
Sun Mar 28
Sun Apr 18
Sun May 23

Sun Sep 26
Sat Oct 9
Sun Oct 24
Sun Nov 28

gib@vic.chariot.net.au

Ken Dowling
ken@mapsport.com.au

Tim Bach
Timothy.m.bach@gmail.com

B Golding & G Wettenhall
b.golding@federation.edu.au

Ed Butler
edbutl@gmail.com
edbutl@gmail.com
ken@mapsport.com.au
edbutl@gmail.com
gib@vic.chariot.net.au

Ken Dowling
ken@mapsport.com.au

Tim Bach
timothy.m.bach@gmail.com

Barry Golding
b.golding@federation.edu.au

Difficulty
Medium
Easy
Moderate
Medium
Easy
MediumHard
TBA
MediumHard
EasyMedium
Moderate
TBA
TBA

railway station in 21 hours and 17 minutes, a
new race record by more than an hour!
Although a few riders were close on Connor’s
tail, other riders adopted a more leisurely
approach finishing in two or three days. Some
others succumbed to the gruelling 383km ride
and abandoned the event part way. Conditions
were challenging with gusty winds, an
overnight thunderstorm on Sunday night wet
track in places. And in the lead up to the event,
limitations on outdoor exercise time and travel
range for those living in Melbourne no doubt
took their toll on fitness and endurance for all
of the participants.
Riders commented on the spectacular scenery
and the challenging route. Event organiser and
former course record holder, Lewis Ciddor,
didn’t ride this year but he was on the road
assisting other riders.

Connor Sens at Castlemaine Railway Station
after finishing the GDT400 in record time.

The GDT400 is a bike packing event which
takes in the whole of the Great Dividing Trail
Network. Starting in Bendigo, the route follows
the Goldfields Track to Castlemaine,
Daylesford, Creswick and Ballarat. It then
follows back roads from Ballarat to Bacchus
Marsh and continues along the Lerderderg
Track to Daylesford. The event finishes at the
Castlemaine Railway Station.

“Overall I was blown away by such a big
turnout,” Lewis said. “I think it just goes to
show how important infrastructure like the
Great Dividing Trail is to bikepackers and
mountain bikers. It was a long, hard lockdown
for everyone, and on our first weekend of
freedom there was nowhere we would rather
be than on the trail! I hope too that it was a
positive thing for the towns and communities
along the trail to see cyclists coming back to
their towns and spending money in their
businesses! It’s been a hard year for
everyone!”

Riders follow a defined route using GPS
devices and their progress can be monitored
on a website, bikepacking.com.
Originally scheduled to start on October 31,
the event was delayed for a fortnight because
of travel restrictions for people living in greater
Melbourne. On the mornings of November 14
and 15, cyclists started in staggered waves of
10 leaving every 30 minutes from Bendigo
Railway station. Seventy riders started the
event.
Of the 45 who finished, Connor Sens from
Bendigo was the first to reach Castlemaine

Event organiser, Lewis Ciddor

